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Hungry Dragon is a free casual game for iOS and Android on the market. The game has the same gameplay as Hungry Shark World that Ubisoft has released before. It's a little different. Instead of eating sea creatures, in Hungry Dragon, players control dragons, fly, burn and hunt smaller birds, humans, witches, and
dragons. The player's job is to unlock all the dragons and reach the highest score. You need to satisfy your dragon's hunger by eating whatever is possible. There are many things you need to unlock larger dragons to be able to eat them. Hungry Dragon is a free game on Android that you can easily install from the Play
Store. However, if you want to unlock all the content in the game, you need to buy it with cash. Not everyone has the ability to do this, so we give you a simple solution: use Hungry Dragon Mod. In this article, we will show you how to download and install the latest version of hungry dragon mod in just a few simple steps.
GameplayHungry Dragon rules eating to survive. You have to control your dragon eating all the creatures along the way, including humans. However, you can not eat great food from the beginning. At the beginning of the game, you are just a little dragon. You can't eat creatures bigger than your character. You should try
hunting and eating smaller prey to grow your dragon. When you achieve this, you can add new food to your dragon menu. There are two bars on the right side of the screen that you should pay attention to: the life bar and the push bar. The bar of life shows the life of your dragon. It will diminish until your dragon dies if
you stop eating. This means that your dragon will starve without being fed continuously. The boost bar allows you to speed up and increase the power of the dragon by keeping two fingers on the icon. More challengesTo combat obstacles along the way, you can use special firefighting skills. When Fire Rush is full, you
can spray fire to destroy dangerous enemies. You can fill the bar by eating special organisms or trying red currants. Mega-Fire Rush will be activated automatically after you complete 8 Fire Rush. You can kill any creature with this skill. In the game, there are many objects that you must stay away from if the dragon is not
big enough. Witches, soldiers, and other dragons can attack you at any time and drain your life. When you collide or eat toxic organisms, you may be injured, cursed or hypnotized. The big yellow mine is what you need to get away from. Surely, you will get hurt or explode when you touch it. Unlock the new dragonControl
dragon will definitely make you feel bored, Ubisoft understands this. You can use coins to unlock new dragons or increase the size of the current dragon by Option. The fastest way to make money is to complete the quest in the game. Before the start of each level, certain tasks will appear. These tasks can give you
certain points or use Fire Rush Rush how many times. While performing tasks, you can make eggs appear randomly on the map. These eggs will hatch into pets. They are baby dragons that will help your dragon to gain more power, speed, and defense. The bigger your dragon, the more pets you will have. Common pets
are contained in eggs of orange color. You can use gems to buy purple eggs containing rare pets to help your dragon improve its stats significantly. Graphics and SoundHungry Dragon attract players with beautiful 3D graphics. The game carries more than 10 dragons in a variety of colors and shapes. You can also
upgrade to many types of costumes. The sound of dragon fire and the screams of human voices, animals are very impressive. Ubisoft also promised that they would add new dragons, new items in the next update. If you want to experience the unique Battle Royale game on your Android, you have to try: King of
Hunters.What else is Hungry Dragon Mod? If your dragon dies, the Save me message will be displayed shortly after. At this point, you can choose whether to see ads or pay for gems to continue the game. Or turn it down and play again from the start. As mentioned, there are many ways that you can get gold and gems
in Hungry Dragon. The easiest way is to use Hungry Dragon Mod to receive unlimited money. You can easily find websites that offer this mod, but be careful because it can harm your device. This version of Hungry Dragon has been carefully tested by us, which is 100% safe. Therefore, you are absolutely sure when
downloading and installing it. Please see the instructions below. The configuration thatHungry Dragon requires is an interesting game on Android, although the game uses 3D graphics, the requirements for playing it are not so high. Your device must meet all of the following conditions for smoother gaming:Your device
must be running Android version 4.2 or higher. At least 300MB of free memory on devicesRequires 2GB Ram.No need to Root Your DeviceDownload Apk Mod Dragon Hungry by clicking on the link we provide. How to download and install? Maybe you're interested in this game, Hungry Dragon is a game for everyone,
presenting a moment to relax on your Android smartphone. To install this game easily with just a few steps, you need to follow our instructions below:Make sure you remove the latest version of Hungry Shark that you installed from the Play Store.Click the link below to download the game APK file, install it as usual. You
can see the game icon has appeared in App Draws, but not open it. You need to take one more step. Download the game's OBB file then use File Manager to extract it, you get a folder named: ABC. Move to Android/OBB. Done. Now open the game and enjoy this mod! Play all Nintendo DS games on Android with
drastic DS Emulator! Final VerdictHungry Dragon is a fun and crazy action game that resonates around the world. The game is simple but very interesting. Players will be able to control their dragons to be explored and destroyed cave or forest and eat everything to satisfy hunger. The player's ultimate goal is to get a
high score and get a high position in the rankings. Please download the game at the link below! By far, dragons are considered one of the most successful imaginary images of humanity. Despite the cultural differences, it is still considered one of the most powerful and powerful creatures in the world, and also the largest
contributor to cultural history. In the past, when people didn't have much knowledge of nature and the animal world, they thought that dragons were real. But then, it's just a picture used for entertainment. Ubisoft has also previously released games that reproduce images of dragons. They use images of dragons in
Western culture, hegemonic in character and express absolute authority. To date, it has reached more than 5 million downloads and counting. Hungry Dragon has received the love of many players. New themes and interesting gameplay are the main factors that make it so interesting. Another prominent feature that
makes this game more popular is that it has a very successful image design. The first is about it using full 3D graphics to create it all. The main character here is a dragon made with unique and creative images. Get ideas from famous products like Dragon Mania, or today's favorite simulation games like Dragon City, or
Dragon Land, Hungry Dragon brings endless variations to dragon images. According to the overall assessment, it's like an icon that reads the breath of the era, not just encapsulated in the images depicted in the history books. You will see many unexplained species of dragons anywhere before. And obviously, they are
named according to the wishes of the author. Burn and eat If you have previously watched Hungry Shark World, definitely know how to play the game almost the same. That means you'll control the dragon and let it fly around in the map. His job is to eat as much as possible and be strong on that map. The iconic images
of European dragons used in this game allow you to control the most powerful creatures and freely destroy them all. Of course, the species of dragons in this game is very diverse, so after many stages of the game, you can unlock different types of special powers. The first is about sorting; they are divided by size from
XS to XL,... I think that it is possible that Hungry Dragon gives players at least 20 dragons to open and play. If you look at it, it's a little wrong because besides being divided by size, each species has different variations. Each dragon has about 4 to 5 types of changes that give them different strengths and different
appearances. In addition to the large dragon that you control to perform destructive actions and show strength, there are three small dragons flying in They will bring a boost that allows your dragon to become stronger. All dragons have a powerful ability called Fire Rush, which can burn It takes a while to accumulate; will
gradually increase based on what your dragon can eat. You are now ready to download Hungry Dragon for free. Here are some notes: Please check out our installation guide. To check the CPU and GPU of your Android device, please use the CPU-Z app
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